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Follow Jesus (Landa Yesu)

Words and Music by
TODD SMITH, TONY WOOD,
CHAD CATES and JAMES SMITH

With an African feel \( \text{\textit{j} \text{= 92}} \)

*English translation: Bandunde People of the Bible
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-sus,  
fol-low Je-sus,  
fol-low Je-sus,

yeah.  
Let Your truth be told,

let our hearts receive.  
May we all be changed.
Let us now believe.

Follow Je-

sus.

*Benge ta vu-lu-

Bandu du ban tu ya Bibe. Bandu du ban tu ya Bibe.

swa ka na be-to lan-da nzi-la ya Nge.

Bandu du ban tu ya Bibe. Bandu du ban tu ya Bibe. Ndin ga ya-

*English translation: You will save us if we follow Your pathway.
Your commandments are like water

D♭

to our spirits, bringing life...

G♭

They are piercing through the darkness
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bringing light to, to this land._

-da nan to ya be to._

Coda

sus.
Follow Jesus. You can follow.

I'll always follow, follow, follow, follow, You, yeah._
(These are the names of villages and cities all around Bandundu, Congo, Africa)

Nkara ti Longo, Feshi, Kasonga-lunda,

Ebm7  Db/F

Iwungu, Idi-osa, Kahanba, Kaji-ji,

G(4/2(no3))  A(3/2sus)

Building

Bulungti Kikwit, Masam-e-nya-ba ti Kenge,

Ebm7  Db/F

Building

Kinsa sa eh Congo. Oh, Africa.

G(4/2(no3))  A  Db
Oh. Let Your truth be told,

let our hearts receive.

May we all be changed. Let us now believe.
Blessed is the life

Bandun- du ban- tu ya Bi- ble.

Ab

D♭

built up on Your Word,

Bandun- du ban- tu ya Bi- ble. Bandun- du ban- tu ya Bi- ble.
those who find their hope

Bandu du bantu ya Bible. Bandu du bantu ya Bible.

68

trusting what they've heard

Bandu du bantu ya Bible. Bandu du bantu ya Bible.
Follow Jesus.

Ban-dun-du ban-tu ya Bi-ble.

Oh, fol-low Je-sus.
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